Front Ensemble
(alphabetical order)

Marimba
Justin Billingsley
Finella Kelley
Dylan Schoolfield

Vibes
Benjamin Colla
Gavin Feiss
Aidan Johnson
John Liesenfelt

Xylophone
Angelo White

Synth
Charles Jacoby King
Jalyssa Maher

Mallet Station
Keaton

Rack
Richard Dietz
Mike Hisey
Amanda Wilson
Daniel Crites

Battery
(alphabetical order)

Snare
Chris Boyle
Donovan Collins
Nick Hohn
Ethan Nasypany

Tenors
Jaden Brown
Colby Fairbank
Braeden Losapio

Bass (In Order)
Chase Riley
Hannah McDowall
Hailey Clark
Brady Willwerth
Kyle Partridge